The narratives of 12 men with AIDS: exploring return to work.
Analyses of life stories has increasingly been used to understand how different individuals interpret and respond to an experience such as the onset of disability. This paper presents findings of a prospective qualitative study of 12 men living with AIDS who attempted to return to paid employment. Narrative analysis of four interviews over 12 months was used to explore the relationship between return-to-work efforts and whether participants' narratives progressed, remained stable, or regressed. Findings suggest that the men who demonstrated progressive narratives recreated an identity including a view of themselves as workers and recaptured a sense of competence. Men with regressive narratives demonstrated decreased identity and competence while men with stable narratives showed little change in either identity or competence. This paper contributes to our understanding of how the framing of an illness or disability by an individual may influence the progression of his life history narrative.